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Performance Analysis for Overlay Multimedia
Multicast on r-ary Tree and m-D Mesh Topologies
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Abstract—Without requiring multicast support from the
underlying networks, overlay multicast has the advantage of
implementing inter-domain multimedia multicast communications. Usually, overlay multicast protocols employ two different
topologies: -ary tree and -D mesh. In this paper, we study
the influence of topology selection on multimedia multicast performance. We present a set of theoretical results on the worst
performance, the average performance, and the performance
difference along the link stress, the number of overlay hops,
and the number of shortest paths for -ary tree-based and -D
mesh-based multicast, respectively. Furthermore, through simulations in NS2, we observe and compare tree and mesh topologies
along the metrics analyzed theoretically. Simulation results match
our theoretical analyses. Finally we give our evaluations of and
insights into these two kinds of multicast when used to transmit
multimedia streams. The selection of overlay topology is application dependent. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
evaluation of multimedia multicast performances in different
overlay topologies. We believe that this study is useful for protocol
design of target multimedia applications and for investigating
multicast functions.
Index Terms— -D mesh-based overlay multicast, overlay multimedia multicast, performance analysis, -ary tree-based overlay
multicast.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGH-SPEED multimedia applications (e.g., multimedia
conferencing, distance learning, multimedia collaboration, distributed database, online games, distributed simulation,
network broadcast and data replication) inherently require
group communication to be carried over the commodity Internet. Group communication desires and drives a multicast
communication mode because the use of several unicasts is
unfeasible in terms of network resources and required processing power of end hosts. Multicast is a transmission mode
in which the information can be efficiently sent to one or
more receivers at the same time (but not to all end hosts in the
network) without passing through a given link several times.
Inter-domain multimedia multicast applications have clearly
demonstrated a promising market but their deployment through
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Fig. 1. Overlay network. The black straight lines show the realistic link connections among different network components. The arrow lines illustrate the
overlay paths of a tree topology. The dotted lines illustrate the overlay paths of
an -D mesh topology.

m

using IP multicast has been delayed for more than 15 years.
However, research and implementation of overlay multicast has
become popular recently: this is a data structure that provides
multicast functionality for high-rate multimedia transmission in
the overlay networks through unicast connections among group
members in the underlying layers. In contrast to IP multicast,
the basic difference in overlay multicast is that packet replication and forwarding takes place at end hosts instead of network
routers. This difference enables overlay multicast to address
the problems of the deployment complexity, QoS control and
routing scalability relating to IP multicast technology.
Multicast functionality in overlay multicast is implemented in
the application layer through constructing an overlay multicast
topology that is on top of, but different from, the underlying
physical topology. An overlay topology is composed of a set
of virtual overlay paths: each path covers several underlying
physical links and connects two different end hosts directly in
the application layer. The arrow lines in Fig. 1 show several
overlay paths which usually form two topologies: -ary tree and
-D mesh. An -ary tree is a rooted tree in which each end host
has no more than child members. A full -ary tree is an -ary
tree on which each end host has either 0 or child members (n.b.
we use the terms group member and end host interchangeably
in this paper). The topology constructed by the arrow lines in
Fig. 1 is a 2-ary tree topology. An -D mesh is generated by
partitioning an -D Cartesian space among all end hosts such
that every end host “owns” its individual, distinct zone within
the overall space. The topology constructed by the dotted lines
in Fig. 1 is an -D mesh topology. The -ary tree and -D
mesh are two distinctly different topologies that directly impact
the performances of overlay multimedia multicast established
on them.
As will be introduced in Section II, current studies on
overlay multicast [1]–[17] mostly focus on designing protocols
to achieve expected performances (e.g., short multicast delays).
Few studies consider overlay multicast in theory. References
[18]–[20] studied IP multicasting cost in terms of the number
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of links used to connect group members in a multicast delivery
tree. Reference [21] characterized the performance penalty for
the overlay multicast tree as compared to IP multicast. In [22],
a theoretical study of the influence of topology selection on the
overlay multicast was presented for the first time. We analyzed
the worst performance of several important metrics for two
specific topology models: hierarchical cluster NICE tree and
-D CAN-based mesh, and presented theorems that observe
the performance difference between NICE and CAN-based
multicast through an analysis based on overlay networks. The
present paper extensively develops the topic, and fundamentally
presents the following differences and contributions: 1) use of
more general tree and mesh topologies to investigate multimedia overlay multicast; 2) studies of the average performance
and the performance difference, compared with the worst
performance; 3) consideration not only of overlay networks
but also of underlying networks in our theoretical analysis;
and 4) evaluation of more direct performance (e.g., multicast
delays, multimedia quality, packet loss) of multimedia applications based on our analysis and simulation observations.
Additionally, we evaluate the suitability of different multicast topologies for different multimedia applications, and also
present ideas for improving “bad” performance for each kind of
overlay topologies through trade-off studies. To the best of our
knowledge, this is one of the first explorations and evaluations
of the influence of different overlay topologies on multimedia
multicast applications. It is believed that this work is useful for
protocol design of target multimedia applications and further investigations of multimedia multicast functions.
In [9], stress, stretch, and comparable robustness were defined as the intuitive criteria to evaluate the quality of overlay
multicast. Stress counts the number of identical packets sent by
the protocol. Stretch is the ratio of the overlay path length to the
direct unicast path length between two end hosts. Robustness
is the ability to restore normal multicast when node/link failure
occurs. This paper evaluates stress on a per-link basis that is usually called link stress; it simplifies the comparison of stretch between tree-based and mesh-based multicast on the same underlying network, by reducing it to the comparison of the overlay
path length that generates the metric of the number of overlay
hops; it observes robustness by the number of shortest paths
showing the possibility and efficiency to restore communication failure. In accordance with these metrics, we analyze the
worst performance, the average performance, and the performance difference. worst performance shows the mostly “bad”
quality that a multicast group can cause. Average performance
statically observes the behavior of each member in the group.
Performance difference, newly defined to observe the difference
between the worst and the average performance of multimedia
multicast, shows how much the performance varies among different group members. Based on the proposed metrics and performance, we implement a set of theoretical analyses which
achieves the following contributions for multimedia multicasting in a group of members.
• The worst number of overlay hops of -ary tree-based
multicast is
, where
is a
variable that represents the out degree of each group
member; the worst number of overlay hops of -D
mesh-based multicast is
; The average

number of overlay hops of -ary tree-based multicast is
; the average
number of overlay hops of -D mesh-based multicast is
.
• The worst link stress of -ary tree-based multicast is
; the worst link stress of -D mesh-based
multicast is
; The average
link stress of -ary tree-based multicast is upper bounded
by
, where
; the average link
stress of -D mesh-based multicast is upper bounded by
.
• The number of shortest paths of -ary tree-based multicast is , where is the number of child routers that
a router can connect in a physical network and is the
number of hops between the two routers who are the closest
to the two end hosts respectively; the number of shortest
paths of -D mesh-based multicast is
.
Apart from the theoretical analyses, we simulate video multicasting in NICE [9], CAN-based multicast [7], SDEM [23],
and DSM [17] to evaluate and prove our theoretical results.
In general, both the theoretical analyses and the simulation
results show that tree-based multicast is good for real-time
and interactive multimedia multicast with a single source and
a large number of receivers; mesh-based multicast, due to its
even and multi-path distribution, suits to reliable multi-source
multimedia multicast in which network users are distributed
densely.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
related work. Section III introduces the analysis models and
the performance models. Section IV presents theorems on the
number of overlay hops for -ary tree and -D mesh overlay
multicast. Section V presents theorems on the link stress.
Section VI analyzes the number of shortest paths for the two
types of overlay multicast. Simulation observations are implemented in Section VII. Section VIII presents our evaluation and
insights into tree-based and mesh-based multimedia multicast.
Section IX concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Current studies on overlay multicast mostly focus on protocol
design to achieve expected performance (e.g., short multicast
delays). Based on the overlay topology constructed by routing
schemes, protocols can be classified as tree-based [2], [4]–[6],
[9]–[16] and mesh-based [1], [3], [7], [8], [17] overlay multicast. These studies give little justification for their particular
choices of multicast topologies. We are going to study the influence of tree and mesh topologies on multimedia multicast applications in theory.
Few studies considered multicast in theory. Chuang et al.
[18] presented the well-known Chuang-Sirbu scaling law that
is a cost-based approach to multicast pricing, to facilitate efficient and equatable resource allocation between traffic types.
Through calculation and extensive simulations over a range of
networks, the number of links in a multicast delivery tree connecting a random source to random and distinct network sites
is
. Phillips et al. [19] examined approximately
for a -ary complete tree topology, and concluded that
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Fig. 2. Architectures of (a) an r -ary tree routing and (b) a 2-D mesh-based
flooding.

grows nearly linearly with . Adjih et al. [20] re-examined the analysis of Phillips et al. through replacing the -ary
complete tree topology by a -ary self-similar tree with similarity factor
. They proved
which
provides a plausible explanation of the multicast power law.
Also, [20] proved that the power law holds in more general
conditions for general trees. In [21], Fahmy et al. characterized the performance penalty for overlay multicast tree as compared to IP multicast. The overlay tree cost was quantified as
for small , where
is the total number
is the average number of hops
of hops in all overlay links,
on the source to receiver unicast paths, and is the number of
members in the overlay multicast session. In [22], we studied
the influence of topology selection to the overlay multicast performance. Two popular overlay multicast protocols: NICE tree
and CAN-based mesh were analyzed, compared and evaluated
through theorems on the worst performance of several important multicast metrics.

-D mesh-based multicast arranges group members into a
-D Cartesian space in which each member “owns” an individual, distinct zone within the overall space. An example of
2-D mesh-based multicast is shown in Fig. 2(b). The location of
each member is usually labeled by the Cartesian coordinates of
the center point of the zone where the member locates. Group
members who are closer to each other locate in the mesh zones
that have smaller Euclidean distances. To deal with a newly
joined node, the closest group member splits its mesh zone into
two halves and leaves one half space for the new member. But
if a current member wants to leave the multicast group, its mesh
zone will be taken over by its closest group member. For example, in Fig. 2(b), if wants to leave, ( ’s closest neighbor
in the space) takes over ’s zone and changes its location to
. When joins in the space again, generates a half-zone space to with the locations
to and
to . The arrow lines in Fig. 2(b) illustrate the paths
of flooding that is an intuitive and classical routing without refining mesh topologies. Packets transmit to neighboring nodes
who then forward packets to their neighbors until all of the group
members have received the packets.
B. Performance Models
The worst performance is defined as the worst-case quality
that a multicast group can cause. Denote a metric as . Use
to represent ’s worst performance caused by overlay multimedia multicasting:
when a small M is expected
when a large M is expected
where
is the th member’s
value, and is the group size.
The average performance of , denoted as , is defined as
the average value of the summation of all group members’
values. That is

III. ANALYSIS MODELS
A. Topology Models
-ary tree-based multicast arranges group members into an
overlay tree in which each member has at most direct child
members. As shown in Fig. 2(a), each forwarder connects with
group members who are the closest to the forwarder in physical locations. Group members who have no child
member are called leaf nodes. Assume that the tree height is
and each group member has a layer number based on its overlay
hop distance from the root. Then as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the
layer number of the root node is 1, the root’s children are in the
overlay hops from
layer 2, , the leaf members, being
the root, are in the th layer. A full -ary tree is a tree structure
on which each node has either 0 or direct child members. The
arrow lines in Fig. 2(a) show an example of tree multicasting.
Each forwarder sends the received packets to its upper-layer
neighbors, who then forward the packets to their child members in the immediate higher layer. Multicasting stops when all
members receive the packets. Overlay multicast trees are usually
source trees. The tree root is an end host that has limited capacities and therefore easily suffers from bottleneck when serving
multiple high-rate multimedia streams if it is on a shared tree.

(1)
statistically reflects a multicast group’s performance along
.
, is defined
The performance difference of , denoted as
as the difference between ’s worst and average performance.
Namely
(2)
observes the performance variation at different group
, we are able to know how
members. By calculating
balanced performance that a multimedia multicast system can
achieve.
IV. NUMBER OF OVERLAY HOPS
This section studies the stretch performance of tree-based and
mesh-based multicast. An example of stretch is in Fig. 3(a).
The multimedia transmission from to through the overlay
, where 8 and 3
topology generates a stretch of
are the overlay path length and the unicast path length from
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hops in an

Fig. 3. (a) Overlay multicast routing with the dotted arrow lines. (b) Path with
the worst number of overlay hops in a 2-D mesh.

to , respectively. For multimedia multicasting in different
overlay topologies but based on the same underlying network,
the comparison of the stretch can be indicated by the comparison of the overlay path length since the calculations of stretch
for tree-based and mesh-based multicast have the same denominators. A popular metric to measure the length of overlay paths
is the number of overlay hops. Hence, we analyze the number
of overlay hops here.
Theorem 1: For a group of members who construct an
-ary overlay tree, when is large enough, the worst number
of overlay hops in -ary multimedia multicasting is
, where
represents the out degree of
each on-tree forwarder.
Proof: Denote the out degree of each forwarder on the
-ary tree as
. Since overlay multicast employs
source tree structure, multimedia packets experience 0 hop to
,
the root, 1 hop to the end hosts in the 2nd layer,
numbers of overlay hops to the end hosts in the th layer, ,
numbers of overlay hops to the end hosts in the th
and
layer (i.e., the highest layer). It means that the worst number of
th
overlay hops is experienced by the end hosts in the
layer. To calculate , based on the number of group members in
.
each layer, we have
It can be inferred that
. Therefore, the worst
.
number of overlay hops is
Theorem 2: For a group of members who construct -ary
tree multicasting, when is large enough, the average number of
overlay hops in the -ary multimedia multicasting is
.
Proof: Based on (1), we first need to calculate the total
numbers of overlay hops from each end host to the root. According to the proof of Theorem 1, an member in the th layer
numbers of overlay hops to the tree root and there
has
are
members in the th layer. Hence, the total numbers
of overlay hops from each member in the th layer to the root is
. Then the total numbers of overlay hops from each
member to the root is
. Hence,
.1
Corollary 1: For a multicast group with
members,
the performance difference of the number of overlay
1OH
h 0 1

log

= S=n = r 0 r =(
r 0 1) n+h 0 1=n[1=r 0 1 + n] =
01)=n(r 0 1)=
+ 1=n(
r 0 1)01=r 0 1 + (log
+1=(
r 0 1)n+(log
01)=n(r 0 1)0r=r 0 1.

-ary tree is upper bounded by

.
Proof: Based on Theorems 1 and 2, the performance difference of the number of overlay hops is
.
We now analyze the number of overlay hops for -D mesh
overlay multimedia multicast.
Theorem 3: For a multicast group with members that are
, where
mapped into an -D mesh
is the number of mesh zones along the th dimension,
if
, the worst number of overlay hops is
.
Proof:
1) We first consider a 2-D mesh. Since each member only
sends packets to the members in its adjacent zones, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the worst number of overlay hops
to
(the
is generated when packets transmit from
arrow lines show one of the longest overlay paths). The
number of overlay hops on this longest path is
. Considering the theorem condition, we have
. It infers that
.
For a large group,
. The number of overlay
.
hops is
2) For an -D mesh, similar to a 2-D mesh, packets
starting from the bottom-left zone and ending at
the top-right zone experience the most numbers
. We have
of overlay hops
Since
,
.
Theorem 4: For a multicast group with members that are
mapped into an -D mesh described in Theorem 3, the average
number of overlay hops generated by mesh-based multimedia
.
multicasting is
Proof: We first calculate the total number of overlay
hops from the multimedia sending source to all other group
members. Without loss generality, suppose the sender locates
. Any group member in
in
has
numbers of overlay hops
to the sender. Hence, the total number of overlay hops
from the source to all other members is
.
, we know each coordinate
To calculate
has the same chance to select a number in
as its value. Namely, in the view of all dimension coordinates of
all end hosts, each number in
is used as coordinates
by the same times as other numbers in this range. Let the times
that each number is used as coordinates by all end hosts be .
Then
According to the knowledge of probability and statistics, since
each number has equal chance to be used as coordinates, we
. It infers that the average number of
have
overlay hops is
.
Corollary 2: For a group of members mapped into an -D
mesh described in Theorem 3, the overlay hop difference of
.
mesh-based multimedia multicasting is
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Proof: According to Theorems 3 and 4,
.
Remark 1: Based on Theorems 1 and 3, when
is large enough,
and
.
logarithmically
, while
increases with the increment of
linearly increases with the increment of
. Since
, the worst stretch
performance in tree-based multicast is much less than that in
mesh-based multicast when multicasting multimedia. This
comparison becomes more obvious when the group size
increases. For the average number of overlay hops, when is
large enough,
and
. To compare them, we have

. Combining the comparison of
the worst number of overlay hops, we conclude that -ary
overlay tree multimedia multicasting is good for multimedia
applications that have stringent delay requirement such as live
conference, online games, etc. The results in Corollaries 1 and
2 show
. -ary tree
generates smaller delay difference than -D mesh which
indicates that tree topology holds the promise to implement
interactive multimedia applications.
V. LINK STRESS
Link stress is a metric to evaluate the stress performance
based on per link for overlay multimedia multicast. An example
of link stress is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). If is a multicast sender,
packets need to pass through the underlying link
twice to reach and respectively. Essentially, link stress unnecessarily consumes network resources but is unavoidable in
overlay multicast due to packet replication and forwarding at
end hosts. This section compares and evaluates the link stress
for -ary tree and -D mesh overlay multicast.
Theorem 5: For a group of members who construct an -ary
overlay tree to multicast multimedia streams, when is large
enough, the worst link stress of physical links is upper bounded
.
by
Proof: Physical links used to carry multimedia multicast
traffic can be classified into local links and backbone links.
Local links connect each end host to its closest network component (e.g., a hub). The number of identical packet copies that
each end host replicates and then forwards into its local link
is decided by the number of direct child members that the end
host has in the tree topology. In an -ary overlay tree, the most
number of direct child members that an end host can have is .
It infers that the worst link stress among all local links is .
Backbone links connect intermediate network components
such as routers in IP networks. For each backbone link in the
tree multicast system, its link stress is decided by the number of

members who receive the same packets from the backbone link.
For an -ary tree, end hosts in a higher layer use less common
backbone links to receive packets because the backbone links
that they are using are broadly distributed in different areas close
to these different end hosts. On the other hand, end hosts in a
lower layer have less numbers of direct child members to send
the identical packets. Therefore, the worst link stress should appear in a backbone link which connects end hosts located in
unsome middle layer. Reference [21] proves that
th and
derlying links exist between two end hosts in the
the th layers, respectively, where is a positive number not
greater than 1. It shows that at most
underth and the th layers. Meanwhile,
lying links connect the
identical packets sent from the
th
there are totally
layer to the th layer. Therefore, the worst link stress should appear in a link connected to a layer which contributes the max. We
imum value for the function
which
have
shows
is the number of the layer at
for an
which the worst link stress is caused. Since
inter-domain tree, we obtain
. Therefore,
. Based on the analysis, we have that the worst link
.
stress in the backbone network is
Considering both the local links and the backbone links,
.2
we have
Theorem 6: For a group of members who construct an -ary
multicast tree, when is large enough, the average link stress
of physical links is upper bounded by
, where
.
Proof: We first analyze the average link stress for local
end hosts in the th layer and the
links. There are
tree height is
if the constructed tree is
a full -ary tree. It infers that the number of leaf nodes is
and then the number
. Since each non-leaf node has
of non-leaf nodes is
direct child members, the average link stress of local links is
.
We analyze the average link stress of backbone links now. As
th layer need to send
we known that the end hosts in the
identical packet copies to the end hosts in the th layer,
then the average link stress of backbone links in the transmission
th layer and the th layer is
,
area between the
th
where is the number of physical links connecting the
and the th layers. Further, it has been analyzed in the proof of
and the most
Theorem 5 that, according to [21],
number of underlying links between end hosts in the
th
. With these results,
layer and the th layer is
we have
.3
Consider both the local links and the backbone links, we obtain
2For a full r -ary tree, the number of end hosts in the ith layer is r
. It
shows that the tree height is h
log
. When n is large enough, h
.
log

=

=

3
r
=r
[r
0 2]

3=r
=
, it can be inferred that
3=r 1 r 0 r =r 0 1. Since h = log
r
=L  3=(r 0 1) n 1 (r 0 1) n 0 r =r 0 1  3=r 0 1.
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Corollary 3: For a group of
full -ary multicast tree, when

members who construct a
is large enough, we have

Proof: According to Theorems 5 and 6,
.4
members who conTheorem 7: For a group of
-D mesh overlay topology, when
is large
struct an
enough, the worst link stress in the multicast system is
.
Proof: We analyze the worst link stress in local links and
backbone links, respectively. For local link, the worst link stress
due to each end host thinks of its topology neighbors as
is
its downstream neighbors, except for the neighbor from whom
packets come. For backbone links, similar as we have analyzed
in Theorem 5, the worst link stress in the underlying network
numbers of
should appear when the end hosts who have
hops to the sending source receive multimedia packets multimedia packets from their upstream forwarders. It indicates that
.
the worst link stress of backbone links is
Considering both of the local links and the backbone
links, we have
.5
Theorem 8: For a group of members in -D mesh multimedia multicasting, when is large enough, the average link
, where
.
stress is
Proof: For the local links, the average link stress is
because the number of downstream
members that each end host can connect in the overlay topology
. For the backbone links, simis uniformly distributed in
ilar to the analysis of -ary tree routing, the average link stress
is
.
Considering the two types of links, the average link stress
of -D mesh multicasting is
.
Corollary 4: For a group of members who construct an
-D mesh overlay topology, when is large enough, the link
stress performance difference is lower bounded by
.
Proof: Based on the results of Theorems 7 and 8, we have

Remark
when

2:
is

.6
Based on Theorems
large enough,

5

and

7,

It indicates
that tree multicasting is easier to suffer from bottleneck
than mesh multicasting. From theorems 6 and 8,
is upper bounded by
and
is upper
. To compare them, we analyze
bounded by

1LS
 p1 + nr 0 n=r 0 r + 3r + [(r 0 1)n] =2
(n=r) 0 r=2.
Q:E:D:
5It is easy to prove that p = log
when n is large enough.
6 4mn(m 0 1)=(2m 0 1)
0
m + 4m =2
0 m(m 0 m)=2m 0 2m 0 2=m 
pnmn0(mm 0=21)
m 0 2=m .
4
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the function

. It can be inferred that
. We have
because
, which proves that the function
is monotonously
increased with the variable . The comparison between
and
depends on the comparison between and .
.7Thus,
.
In modern networks,
Based on corollaries 3 and 4,
. Usually,
.8 Hence, we have
and then
. The results show that multimedia
-D mesh topology provides more
multicast along
evenly throughput distribution than multimedia multicast
along -ary tree topology does. At the same time, since
, the group members
not affected by bottleneck in tree multicast experience much
less traffic load burden than the group members in mesh
multicast.
in practical systems,

VI. NUMBER OF SHORTEST PATHS
In multimedia multicast communications, group members
dynamically change their sate which may interrupt the shortest
delay transmission. The number of shortest paths observes the
robustness of routing protocols in maintaining the short delay
performance when dynamic path alterations take place. It is
known that mesh-based multicast has more numbers of shortest
paths than tree-based multicast. This section quantitatively
develops the understanding of the shortest path advantage in
mesh-based multicasting, and fundamentally investigates the
number of shortest paths between end hosts with different
distances. We believe that the analysis is useful for planning reliable multicast while efficiently employing network resources
since multimedia transmission always requires high network
capacities.
Theorem 9: For a group of members that construct an -ary
overlay multicast tree, the most number of the shortest paths
between any two members is , where is the number of hops
between the two routers who are the closest to the two members,
respectively, and is the number of the child routers that a router
can connect in the physical network.
Proof: As illustrated by the arrow lines in Fig. 2(a), each
pair of end hosts in the -ary tree has only 1 shortest overlay
path. We now analyze how many shortest paths in the physical
network can represent the only 1 shortest overlay path between
the two end hosts through using the example in Fig. 4. As labeled in Fig. 4, we classify the routers that can be used to serve
( is the upstream forwarder) to
the overlay path from
into different categories based on their hop distances to the ’s
closest router . The black lines show the links composing of
7The bandwidth of local links is usually 100 Mbps and the video transmission
rates are around 1.5 Mbps. An end host should be able to connect up to ten direct
is usually
child members even when carrying other applications, while m
enough for most of mesh multicasting applications.
8A 3-D mesh is enough for most of applications. In this situation, only a tree
with r >
makes m < r . r >
puts too much traffic load burden to
one end host who needs to output high-rate multimedia streams especially in
multi-stream applications.

=3

36

2

p

36
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Fig. 5. Examples of the shortest paths in a 2-D mesh. (a) For the paths along
the first dimension first. (b) For the paths along the second dimension first.

Fig. 4. Analysis of the number of physical links covered by one overlay path.

all of the shortest paths between
and
. The figure illusfor each
trates that there is one shortest underlying path to
for
1-hop end host, at most shortest underlying paths to
a 2-hop end host. Based on this observation, through using the
recursion and induction, it can be inferred that there are
shortest underlying unicast paths that can be utilized by the only
one shortest overlay path between two end hosts when there are
numbers of hops between the two end hosts’ closest routers, respectively. That is to say, the number of shortest paths between
if the
any two end hosts in the -ary tree is
two end hosts have numbers of underlying hops.
Theorem 10: Given a group of members that construct an
-D mesh
, for two hosts locating in the
zones and , if
, the most number of shortest paths between and
is
.
Proof:
1) For simplicity, we first prove that the number of shortest
overlay paths between and in a 2-D mesh is
.
(1.1) If takes the paths along the first dimension
first, the shortest paths to that turn up at the zone
are illustrated by the bunch of arrow
lines in Fig. 5(a). Obviously, the number of this
. Similarly, if takes
bunch of shortest paths is
the paths along the first dimension first, the numbers
of shortest paths when the paths turn up at the zones
are
, respectively. If takes the path along the
first dimension first, the total number of shortest
is 1.
paths turning up at the zone
We illustrate this path with the black arrow line in
Fig. 5(a). Therefore, the total number of shortest
paths that are firstly along the first dimension is
.
(1.2) Similarly, when
takes the paths along the
second dimension first, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the
total number of shortest paths that are firstly along
.
the second dimension is

According to (1.1) and (1.2), the number of shortest
paths between and through flooding in a 2-D mesh
is
.
. From
2) We now consider an -D mesh
the perspective of mesh multicast, the mesh can be regarded as a disjointed 2-D mesh set
. It is because each host transmits packets to its
one hop neighbors who have the same coordinates as the
host, except for one coordinate. There are
items in the disjointed set. It can be inferred that the
number of shortest overlay paths between and in
a -D mesh is
.
We have proved in Theorem 9 that each overlay shortest path
different shortest underlying paths to imcan use at most
plement its transmission. Hence, we have that the number of
shortest paths between any two end hosts in the -D mesh mul.
ticast is
Remark 3: The expressions of the most number of shortest
paths present the observations: 1) when the group size increases,
mesh-based multicast improves its robustness while tree-based
multicast becomes more fragile; and 2) for two longer distance
end hosts, mesh-based multicast generates more numbers of
shortest paths while tree-based multimedia multicast takes more
risk to be interrupted. Hence, mesh topology holds the promise
to implement reliable multimedia transmission and to manage
the multimedia groups with quite a few temporary user access.
Based on Theorems 9 and 10, more insights are presented in
Section VIII.
VII. SIMULATION EVALUATION
This section studies overlay multicast through NS2 simulations. We simulate NICE [9] and SDEM [23] as the example
protocols of tree-based multicast, and CAN-based multicast
[7] and DSM [17] as the example protocols of mesh-based
multicast.
Fig. 6 illustrates the simulation backbone network. All nodes
in this topology are routers. Group members connect to the
backbone network directly or indirectly through some intermediate network components (e.g., hubs). Links in the backbone
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Fig. 8. Number of overlay hop performance. (a) Worst number of overlay hops.
(b) Average number of overlay hops. (c) Overlay hop difference.
Fig. 6. Experimental backbone network.

Fig. 7. Link stress performance. (a) Worst link stress. (b) Average link
stress. (c)–(f) Variance of link stress at different links for the four protocols,
respectively.

(local) network have 1000 Mbps (100 Mbps) bandwidth. The
link propagation delays are 2 ms (1 ms) in the backbone (local)
network. Simulation traffic is composed of 1.5 Mbps MPEG-1
which varies with
video streams. The simulation sets
in
different group sizes of tree-based multicast, and
mesh-based multicast. In order to smooth network instability for
statically performance evaluation, each numeric value plotted in
result figures is the average values of 20 runs.
Fig. 7 presents the link stress performance in the simulations.
According to Fig. 7(a), tree-based multicast protocols generate
than mesh-based multicast protocols. We proved
larger
in theorem 5 which agrees with the
correlation between the worst link stress and the group size
found in NICE and SDEM simulations. Based on the parameters of the group size and (n.b. the simulations change the
value of under different group sizes), we calculate that the discrepancies of the worst link stress between the theoretical and
for NICE tree
simulation results are in the range of
for SDEM tree. For -D CAN-based flooding
and
(DSM), the simulation results are around 4.8 (4.2) which is
slightly different from the theoretical result 5. The parameters
(group size) and (n.b. the simulations change the value of
under different group sizes) present that the worst link stress
for CAN-based muldiscrepancies are in the range of
ticast and
for DSM.
Fig. 7(b) plots the average link stress performance. The
average link stress of tree-based and mesh-based protocols are
very close and slightly decreases with the increment of group
sizes. The comparison between mesh-based and tree-based
protocols actually depends on the network parameters. Our

simulation parameters enable mesh-based protocols to generate slightly larger performance in the average link stress
than tree-based protocols. For the discrepancies, they are in
for NICE,
for SDEM,
the range of
for CAN-based multicast, and
for DSM. Fig. 7(c)–(f) presents the variance of link stress at
different links generated by the four protocols. Agreeing with
our analysis in Remark 2, the results in the four figures show
that NICE and SDEM generate larger link stress difference than
CAN-based multicast and DSM. This observation indicates
that tree-based multicast introduce unbalanced links in terms
of traffic load. More specifically, links connecting end hosts
in some middle layers have much larger traffic load than links
connecting the end hosts in other layers. It proves our idea in
Remark 2 that changing the roles of end hosts in multi-source
multicast helps to improve multimedia throughput.
Fig. 8 shows the performance of the number of overlay hops.
The worst number of overlay hops is given in Fig. 8(a). NICE
and SDEM achieve much less in the worst number of overlay
hops than CAN-based multicast and DSM. The simulation results closely meet the theoretical prediction. For example, if we
and
into
, we have
put
which is almost equal to the simulation results for both
NICE and SDEM. Further, the discrepancies between the theofor
retical and simulation results are in the ranges of
for SDEM tree. The numeric values
NICE tree and
shown in the CAN-based multicast and DSM curves are almost
. The
equal to the theoretical result calculated by
discrepancies are in
for CAN-based multicast and in
for DSM. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the average number
of overlay hops. As we predicted in Theorems 2 and 4, when
the group size increases from 144 to 1024, the average numbers
of overlay hops in mesh-based multicast increase while the average numbers of overlay hops in tree-based multicast change
slightly. Furthermore, for the simulation parameters
and the group size

the theoretical results should be

which match CAN-based multicast simulation results
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Fig. 10. Performance of packet multicast delays and dynamic network overhead. (a) Worst multicast delays. (b) Average multicast delays. (c) Overhead
traffic when dynamic network alterations happen.

Fig. 9. Relationship between group size and number of paths.

and DSM simulation results

well. For tree-based multicast, the simulation results present
the discrepancies in the ranges of
for NICE and
for SDEM. Fig. 8(c) is the performance difference
of the number of overlay hops. The results prove the correctness
of our theoretical analysis in Corollaries 1 and 2.
Fig. 9 observes the performance of the shortest paths. The
simulation chooses two nodes in the zones (3,6) and (7,3) of
a 2-D mesh. Between these two nodes, there are 19 shortest
overlay paths in CAN-based multicast and 18 shortest overlay
paths in DSM. 19 is also the result of Theorem 10 when these
two nodes in a 2-D mesh. For NICE and SDEM, they has one
shortest overlay path.
In Fig. 10, we plot multicast delays and overhead traffic that
are more direct performance metrics relating to multimedia applications. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the worst delays of meshbased multicast increase much faster than the worst delays of
tree-based multicast when the group size increases. As shown
in Fig. 10(b), with the increasing of group size, the average delays of mesh-based multicast increases sharply, while the average delays of tree-based multicast vary smoothly. Fig. 10(c)
presents the overhead traffic generated by the four protocols
when dynamic group member alterations take place. The simulation period is 100 s and includes two different phases: a join
phase and a leave phase. In the join phase, 72 new hosts join in
the group uniformly at random between the 30th and 48th seconds. Starting at the 60th second, 180 members leave the group
uniformly. The leave procedure lasts 18 s. NICE creates the
largest overhead traffic and DSM creates the smallest overhead
traffic; CAN-based multicast generates larger overhead traffic
than SDEM. While the achieved performance results are partially because of the different group maintenance paths in these
four protocols, a general trend is told that tree-based multicast
requires larger overhead traffic to maintain dynamic member alterations than mesh-based multicast.

In general, the simulation results agree with our theoretical
analysis, although the discrepancies (not greater than 30%) have
been reported. The major reasons for the discrepancies is that
the simulations are case studies but the theorems analyze general cases. At the same time, we believe that the traffic disturbance and the throughput variation in the simulations are likely
to be the causes for the observed discrepancies. Further, when
dynamic network alternations happen, multimedia traffic may
transfer between different links which causes the performance
changing in individual links. But the worst and average performance of the whole system can still be predicted by our theorems. For example, our theorems tell the system performance
when 240 members leave a 1024-member multicast group if 784
is used by the theorems as the new group size.
VIII.

-ARY TREE VERSUS

-D MESH

Both the theoretical analyses and the simulation observation
show that communications on top of -ary tree and -D mesh
topologies have different advantages and disadvantages for multicasting multimedia streams. Fundamentally, such difference is
caused by constructing different overlay transmission paths in
different routing schemes. In this section, based on the analysis and observation in the above sections, we evaluate -ary
tree-based multicast and -D mesh-based multicast when they
are used for transmitting multimedia streams.
According to Remark 1, under the same group size , the increment of the longest overlay path length in mesh-based multicast is much greater than that in tree-based multicast. Since our
analysis assumes that tree-based multicast and mesh-based multicast are on top of the same underlying network architecture,
the theoretical results reveal that mesh-based routing generates
much longer multicast delays than tree-based routing. That is,
-ary tree-based multicast suits to the applications that have requirements for real-time communications. Fundamentally, the
longer multicast delays caused by -D mesh multicast include
packet transmission delays in longer overlay paths and packet
processing delays at the extra numbers of end hosts who are involved into longer overlay paths. When comparing the results
in Corollaries 1 and 2, we have
.
As we have analyzed in Remark 1, it indicates that multimedia
packets experience less delay differences to arrive at different
group members in tree-based multicast than in mesh-based multicast. With these observations, we can conclude that -ary tree
overlay multicasting not only suits for real-time multimedia applications but also suits for interactive multimedia applications.
Video and audio fidelity is another important performance
characteristic for multimedia applications. High fidelity is usually taken to mean continuous high resolution video and unin-
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terrupted clearly articulated audio. Hence, multimedia multicast
schemes require high rate transmission, low delay jitter and low
loss rate. Our theoretical analysis on link stress proved that -ary
tree routing is easier to suffer from bottleneck than -D meshbased routing which indicates that -D mesh-based routing is
good for transmitting high-rate multimedia streams. For more
, the
detailed observation, based on
bottleneck possibility in tree-based multicast increases in terms
of ’s square root with the increment of group size. In order
to release bottleneck, the multimedia transmission rates in treebased multicast have to be decreased in terms of ’s square root
when the group size increases. Otherwise, bottleneck causes
packet loss and longer queueing delays that may generate large
delay jitter or even temporary frozen up at the downstream receivers. When it comes to multi-source groups, the higher representation quality advantage of mesh-based multicast over treebased multicast is more obvious. It is because mesh-based multicast guarantees that each group member has fixed direct child
members irrespective of the sources’ joining or leaving, while
tree-based multicast makes the newly connected direct child
members aggregate the load burden of their forwarder. Hence,
the trade-off between high transmission rates and real-time continuous transmission becomes more serious. Our analysis on
the average link stress and the link stress difference shows that
bottleneck in tree-based multicast can be released through balancing the end hosts’ roles in different source trees. In an -ary
overlay tree, hot spots are usually in certain areas (e.g., middlelayer areas). Hence, an effective way to avoid heavy burden
links/end hosts is to fully utilize the end hosts farther away from
the hot spots in one source group as the forwarders closer to the
hot spots in another source group.
The study on the number of shortest paths shows that
mesh-based flooding is more robust in terms of guaranteeing short delay multimedia communications than
tree-based multicast when dynamic network alterations
take place. Tree topology only guarantees
connections
between two group members, while mesh topology generates
shortest paths between two group members locating in zones
and
. Moreover, the robustness of mesh-based multicast increases when the end host
distance or the group size increases. However, the robustness
is in the cost of occupying large amount of network resources
and complex control overhead to avoid routing loop generated
by the plenty of connectivity in -D mesh topology. Hence,
we believe that mesh-based multicast suits to the multimedia
applications that users are distributed densely. As compared
to tree-based multicast, in dense area, mesh-based multicast
costs less extra resources but provides load-balanced transmission. For large-scale multi-traffic mesh-based multicast,
we have introduced to reduce network resource consumption
by dividing the shortest paths into different sets with each set
assigned to one stream in Remark 3. Network resources are
therefore reasonably utilized by mesh-based multicast with
satisfied robustness. Tree-based multicast is on the opposite.
It is fragile but simple. Only one shortest overlay connection
between two group members which makes the group easier to
be interrupted but doesn’t cause routing looping and network
resource waste.

Altogether, the advantages and disadvantages of -ary tree
and -D mesh are basically complementary. It is difficult
to say which topology is better than the other one. Different
multimedia applications have different requirements for the
acceptable communication qualities. The selection of overlay
networks is application dependent. We think that tree-based
multicast suits to single-source streaming media multicast
applications which have requirements for real time and interactivity, for example network conference, online games,
network broadcasting, and network stock and bank, while
mesh-based multicast suits to non-real-time and multi-source
multimedia multicast applications which more focus on reliable
transmission and have dense network distribution, for example
text multicast, and video-on-demand within home networking.
For multi-source real time multicast applications, tree-based
multicast holds advantages as compared to mesh-based multicast but still has the problem of bottleneck which may cause
interrupted multimedia transmissions. Fortunately, this problem
can be solved by the fact that overlay multicast trees are usually
source trees due to overlay multicast properties (e.g., end hosts’
low capacities). A promising way to achieve short delay and
continuous multimedia transmission in a multi-source environment is to design a tree-based multicast overlay which is
rooted at different sources and allows group members to serve
in multiple roles. For example, members close to hot spots in
one source tree could act as members away from hop spots
in another source tree. Additionally, for higher performance
overlay multicast that provides rich-content, short delay, low
delay jitter, and low packet loss multimedia transmission to
receivers, a line of research [1], [11] proposes to combine the
advantages of the two topologies, such as designing tree routing
on top of -D control mesh. We are interested in carrying out a
performance analysis of this hybrid approach in our next step.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented our studies on the different
multimedia multicast performances caused by different overlay
topologies: -ary tree and -D mesh. We analyzed the worst
performance, the average performance, and the performance
difference for the metrics of the link stress, the number of
overlay hops, and the number of shortest paths. We presented
a set of theorems and used computer simulation to evaluate
tree-based and mesh-based multimedia multicast along the
analyzed metrics. Simulation results proved our theoretical prediction. In general, tree topologies are efficient in distributing
packets, while mesh topologies may incur very long delays;
tree topologies are sensitive to the node/link failure, while mesh
topologies are robust in facing of dynamic group alteration;
tree topologies may scale to large size groups in single source
applications, while mesh topologies may scale to large size
groups in multi-source applications; tree topologies hold the
advantage of implementing interactive communication, while
mesh topologies generate inconsistent delay performance
among different group members; tree topologies are available
for the applications with sparse user distribution, while mesh
topologies suits to the applications with dense user distribution.
Therefore, we think that the topology selection should be
application dependent. We believe that our study is useful for
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protocol design of target applications, investigating multimedia
multicast functions, and other multimedia network performance
analysis.
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